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ABSTRACT IoT systems are now being deployed worldwide to sense phenomena of interest. The existing
IoT systems are often independent which limits the use of sensor data to only one application. Semantic
solutions have been proposed to support reuse of sensor data across IoT systems and applications. This
allows integration of IoT systems for increased productivity by solving challenges associated with their
interoperability and heterogeneity. Several ontologies have been proposed to handle different aspects of
sensor data collection in IoT systems, ranging from sensor discovery to applying reasoning on collected
sensor data for drawing inferences. In this paper, we study and categorise the existing ontologies based on
the fundamental ontological concepts (e.g., sensors, context, location, and more) required for annotating
different aspects of data collection and data access in an IoT application. We identify these fundamental
concepts by answering the 4Ws (What, When, Who, Where) and 1H (How) identified using the 4W1H
methodology.
INDEX TERMS 4W1H, Semantics, IoT, Ontology

I. INTRODUCTION

The number of IoT devices in the world is expected to
increase to 30 billion by the end of 2025 with the rapid adoption of IoT technology in several domains including health,
transportation, and manufacturing1 . Several standalone IoT
applications have been developed for these domains which
rely on sensor data collected from dedicated ‘things’. The
number of connected things is expected to reach 125 billion
by the end of 2030, and they will generate a huge amount of
sensor data2 . This sensor data is multi-modal in nature comprising of various formats including video streams, images,
and strings, and is often available via application platforms
such as ThingsBoard3 or SmartSantander4 . The sensor data
from multiple platforms, when combined, is used to actuate
devices within applications and reused to extract humaninterpretable knowledge.
Discovering these things, integrating and accessing their
multi-modal, heterogeneous sensor data from multiple application platforms is a key factor towards building smart
future applications [1]. Towards this, semantic solutions 1 https://goo.gl/F9zBp9
2 https://goo.gl/NC5AUs
3 https://thingsboard.io
4 http://www.smartsantander.eu/index.php

ontologies have been proposed. Ontologies are defined as
a “well-founded mechanism for the representation and exchange of structured information” [2]. As highlighted by
Barnaghi et al. [3], ontologies are used to solve the issues related to data interoperability (multiple stakeholders accessing
the sensor data unambiguously), data integration (combining
one sensor’s data with other sensor’s data), data abstraction
and access (generating knowledge for readability), search
and discovery (locating physical devices and services), and
reasoning and interpretation. These issues can be addressed
at different levels of the Semantic Web Stack for IoT [4] Modeling, Data Processing, and Services and Applications.
Ontologies defined at the modeling level of the stack define
concepts associated to things’ characteristics and capabilities. These ontologies enable sensor search, sensor discovery,
and data integration functionalities. The ontologies defined
for the next level - Data Processing - propose concepts to
enable data abstraction and access and support description
logics to reason, infer, and interpret the data. Ontologies
defined for the last level - Services and Applications - enable
service search, service discovery, and service composition.
Ontologies may also define concepts catering to multiple levels of the stack. Ontologies are now commonly used to solve
the issues associated with semantic interoperability in IoT
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domain because of the following benefits [5]: (1) exchanging
data among systems, (2) providing interoperability among
systems, (3) designing knowledge, (4) sharing knowledge,
and (5) simplifying operations.
The existing ontologies defined for IoT are either too
generic (causing loss of information because of coarse
granularity), or limited to only a specific domain (verbose
and hard to use) [6]. As technology progresses, additional
things/information will be incorporated within IoT applications which will require more concepts to be introduced
within ontologies (existing or new). This results in a need
to introduce more concepts to make the ontologies more
explicit with respect to applications. Thus, ontologies need
to be redesigned and formalized over time.
Existing works have proposed the use of unified ontologies
to tackle issues of interoperability and automation associated with heterogeneity of sensor data [7]–[9]. Such unified
ontologies will still need to be redesigned and formalized
with time. Also, multiple possible unifications developed by
domain experts pose several challenges such as dealing with
constantly redefining ontologies and a lack of standards [10].
Figure 1 illustrates an example scenario where the use of
several possible unifications of ontologies causes issues.
Consider, for example, two IoT testbeds deployed at different
(or same) geographic locations and using different unified
ontologies for building applications for smart-health and
smart-building domains respectively. Accessing data from
both the testbeds at a remote location (e.g., a remote server
using data from both the platforms for developing another
application) leads to the following challenges.
First, accessing data from a particular sensor based on
context (such as location or time) requires discovering the
sensor. Since there are two testbeds, they may have different
hardware and software specifications to discover things and
access data, and thus, different vocabularies. This problem
is further exaggerated when multiple testbeds with multiple
hardware/software specifications are involved. Unifying multiple ontologies from different testbeds in this case requires
defining a common vocabulary to meet these specifications.
Thus, there is a need to have a common discovery mechanism
to access a particular sensor within a testbed based on its
context to access its data.
Second, heterogeneous ontologies also cause issues in
the integration of multi-modal sensor data from multiple
testbeds. This results in complexity and variability in the
information exchange. For example, Cloud 1 may store the
temperature values as instances of the class Temp (defined
by ontology A); while Cloud 2 may store them as instances
of class Temperature (defined by ontology B). Moreover,
the temperature values stored in the former case would correspond to body temperature values (smart-health domain)
while the latter would represent room temperature values
(smart-building domain). This difference in nomenclatures
and heterogeneity of data leads to usability issues in developing cross-domain applications as developers would require
prior knowledge of every data source and its associated
2

FIGURE 1. Challenges may arise with the use of semantic approaches in IoT
applications. The lack of a common semantics may lead to interoperability and
design issues across IoT applications and stakeholders.

ontology before selecting one for use.
Third, heterogeneity also causes problems in the design,
interaction, and integration of automated solutions based on
sensor data [11]. For example, with the growing complexity of building automation systems and available devices,
ontologies are now being used to automate the registration
process [12]. With multiple systems utilising different ontologies, the automated registration process would also be
affected. Therefore, it is important to develop a comprehensive ontology to specify hardware and software components
to support automated approaches and avoid heterogeneity
issues.
However, defining a comprehensive unified ontology for
the IoT domain is equally challenging because of the following reasons:
•

•

There are more than 200 domain-specific ontologies
available [13]. Thus, it becomes difficult, even impossible, to come up with an exhaustive list of concepts for
IoT systems as the field is constantly evolving with the
introduction of new application areas.
The unified ontology defined using existing ontologies
will again consist of its self-defined (or borrowed)
classes which would regenerate the problems listed earlier.

Although there have been some works on unification of
ontologies for the IoT domain [14], [15], the problem of
heterogeneity still persists as each of these unifications proposes their own terminology. Even though they follow certain
best practices listed in the literature [5] to ensure that they
are easily accessible for reuse, there are chances of conflicts
in the concepts defined. We, therefore, shift our focus from
defining a comprehensive/unified ontology to identifying the
requirements of an extensible ontology for the IoT domain.
Instead of proposing a new ontology, we focus on identifying
the core concepts that are peculiar to every IoT testbed and
application. Consider, for example, the two testbeds shown in
Figure 1. Both these testbeds require concepts to answer the

identify a structure within the proposed ontologies and study
them in Section IV. We conclude our work with a brief
discussion in Section V.
II. SCOPE OF THIS WORK

FIGURE 2. Distributing the concepts requirement of an IoT-based application
into horizontal and vertical silos

basic queries posed by a stakeholder including discovering
a sensor based on its capabilities and accessing the sensor
data, among others. These concepts constitute the horizontal
silo of the semantic description for an IoT system while the
domain specific and application specific concepts constitute
the vertical silos of an IoT ontology as shown in Figure 2.
In this study, we focus on the concepts required in the
horizontal silo of IoT domain. For defining an application
specific ontology in the IoT domain, the concepts in the
horizontal silo can be extended with domain and application
specific concepts while offering interoperable and heterogeneous data. However, application-specific ontologies are not
the focus of this work and we only consider domains that
define concepts associated with IoT related areas (details in
Section II).
The two-fold contribution of this work is as follows: (i) We
identify the fundamental concepts required for a horizontal
IoT ontology by identifying the competency questions “what are the queries that experts will submit to a knowledge
base to find answers?” [16]. These competency questions
are identified using the 4W1H methodology prevalent in the
literature [17], [18]. By answering the 4Ws (What, Where,
When, Who) and 1H (How) associated with an IoT application, we identify the basic concepts required to define an
IoT ontology. (ii) Based on the concepts identified using
the 4W1H methodology, we study the existing ontologies
centered around these concepts. We classify these ontologies
based on the competency question answered by them. Our
proposed categorisation and structure can be used by ontology developers to identify the concepts required for defining
an extensible, core ontology for IoT.

ROADMAP

The rest of this work is organised as follows: We position our
work in the literature and differentiate it from the existing IoT
related surveys in Section II. In Section III, we briefly explain
the functioning of an IoT application. This is followed by
using the 4W1H methodology to identify the competency
questions that may arise in an IoT application use-case.
Based on these competency questions and their answers, we

The field of IoT is rapidly evolving and is often confused with
related areas and technologies such as Ubiquitous computing,
Pervasive computing, Ambient Intelligence, WSN (Wireless
Sensor Networks), M2M (Machine-2-Machine) communication, CPS (Cyber-Physical Systems), WoT (Web of Things),
Cloud Computing, Big Data, and Context-Awareness. In this
section, we highlight the differences, rather relationships,
between these areas and technologies with IoT. We then
proceed to discuss some of the existing surveys proposed in
IoT and differentiate them from our work to highlight our
contribution.
Related Areas: The fields of Ubiquitous Computing, Pervasive Computing, and Ambient Intelligence were introduced
before IoT and these technologies form the basis of IoT.
Ubiquitous computing is a paradigm that refers to extending
computing platforms to beyond just computers to provide
anytime, anywhere, any device computing capability. This
is done by utilising pervasive computing which aims to
adapt computing models to the environment by taking device contexts into consideration. In other words, pervasive
computing “treats context as a first-class citizen and adapts
computing models based on context” [19]. Ambient intelligence refers to technologies that allow devices to assist users
in daily life activities by utilising pervasive and ubiquitous
computing paradigms. An example of ambient intelligence
is the smart-home technology where sensing and computing
devices interact and communicate with each other to actuate
the environment to assist users. We refer the readers to [19]
for a more detailed description of these technologies.
The correlations between WSNs, M2M, CPS, and IoT are
discussed in detail by Chen et al. [20]. WSN and M2M are
supplementary technologies that form the basis of IoT domain. In WSN, a network of spatially distributed autonomous
sensing nodes with wireless communication capabilities is
deployed to “monitor physical or environmental conditions,
and to cooperatively pass their data through the network to a
main location” [20]. These nodes are limited to performing
sensing only. M2M refers to technologies that allow wireless/wired systems to communicate with other machines with
similar capabilities. M2M technologies are limited to machines and currently require no human involvement. Building
upon M2M, CPS enables strong coordination between computational (the ‘Cyber’ element) and physical elements of a
bigger WSN system which can be used to develop interactive
applications. IoT entwines these three technologies (WSN,
M2M, and CPS) together by deploying nodes that are capable of performing sensing and computation; and also have
actuation capabilities which makes it a smarter WSN network
that relies on M2M and is capable of producing CPS. An
extension of IoT to standard web technologies and protocols
results in WoT. WoT uses standard Web technologies for the
3

The semantic aspect is superficially addressed in the survey
by Szilagyi et al. [4] that “covers certain aspects of semantic
technologies (ontologies) used in IoT but does not provide an
in-depth analysis of ontologies and schemas”. In this work,
we present a detailed analysis of the ontologies proposed
for IoT and IoT related domains to capture the key concepts
that can be used to solve the heterogeneity issue within IoT
systems. This is done by first identifying the competency
questions as discussed in the next section.
III. IDENTIFYING THE COMPETENCY QUESTIONS

FIGURE 3. Relationship between IoT and related technologies

network of things - such as use of http to access things
and locate them uniquely using URLs, REST protocol for
communication, and JSON data representation format.
The goal of IoT is to provide anytime, anywhere and
any-device services. Thus, cloud-based architectures have
been proposed in the literature [21]. These cloud-based
architectures rely on cloud computing technologies which
provide criterion for service provisions with reduced costs
and improved availability and fault tolerance. The cloud technologies are supplementary to IoT technology and support
easy storage, management, processing, and analysis of largescale sensor data. The large-scale sensor data collected by
IoT systems usually comprise the following characteristics
as highlighted by Ma et al. [22] - heterogeneity, inaccuracy,
and data collection in real-time. Traditional data processing
techniques, therefore, may not work on this data which is
why IoT relies on big data technologies for data processing
and analysis. Intelligence to IoT networks with the processed
information can be incorporated using context-aware technologies that help in filtering, searching, and interpreting
large-scale sensor data. Integration of context-aware technologies with IoT results in context-aware IoT. Figure 3
shows the relationship between the discussed areas and IoT.
Our work: Several surveys on IoT and IoT-related technologies have been conducted in the past. For example, a
survey on big data technologies and their impact on IoT is
provided in [23]. Petrolo et al. [24] review context-aware
technology and supported IoT applications. A comprehensive
review of surveys until 2016 in IoT techniques was presented
by Gil et al. [25] to provide a global, comprehensive view
of how techniques belonging to multiple layers of IoT architecture can be integrated to provide services to final users.
However, these existing works focus on technologies and
their use with IoT but fail to identify the challenges associated with data heterogeneity within IoT systems. Although
the survey by Karkouch et al. [26] talks about data quality
in IoT systems, it fails to highlight the interoperability and
heterogeneity of data. It only discusses the factors that affect
data quality but does not consider the semantic aspect of it.
4

In order to identify the competency questions, i.e., the queries
that stakeholders might submit to an IoT knowledge base
(data repository), we must first understand how an IoT application works. In this section, we briefly discuss the working
of an IoT application and then identify the competency
questions.
A. HOW IOT APPLICATIONS WORK?

Gubbi et al. [27] define IoT as an “interconnection of sensing
and actuating devices providing the ability to share information across platforms through a unified framework, developing a common operating picture for enabling innovative applications”. The applications developed using IoT comprise
three components: (i) Hardware: the things (“made up of
sensors, actuators, and embedded communication hardware”)
that sense the environment and act upon it; (ii) Middleware:
for collecting, storing and analysing the collected sensor
data, and (iii) Presentation: tools to understand, visualize,
and interpret the data on different platforms which can be
designed for different applications. For the rest of this paper,
we refer to an application based on IoT technology as an IoT
application.
An IoT application facilitates interacting with the hardware components using the presentation tools via the middleware. The hardware or the ‘things’, attached to a platform, are
either static or moving and collect data across a geographical
area of interest. The things may be connected directly or
via a gateway to a middleware which receives/sends data
from/to things. The data collected at the middleware is then
used to generate high-level abstractions (knowledge) and are
further used for actuations or generating wisdom for other
applications [28]. The knowledge generated from things is
application-specific and thus, the concepts required to generate this knowledge are also application-specific. For example,
for a smart-health application, knowledge would comprise of
health-related information such as health diagnostics or fitness information, while for smart-transportation application,
knowledge could include inferring average vehicle speed and
finding carbon emission rate. This knowledge is generated
implicitly (using libraries or frameworks residing within
the middleware) or explicitly (using third-party middlewares
outside the scope of IoT application middleware) [28].
In this work, we limit our discussion to identify concepts required to answer competency questions associated
with data collection and data access (raw sensor data and

inferred knowledge) from the perspective of the three IoT
components - hardware, middleware, and presentation. We
only focus on ontologies that define the core concepts the concepts required to answer queries posed by experimenters/stakeholders to fetch IoT data from the IoT application middleware. These aspects comprise the horizontal silo
of an IoT-based application. We do not focus on concepts
required to generate the knowledge as the process of inferring
knowledge is application dependent.
B. COMPETENCY QUESTIONS: 4W1H METHODOLOGY

4W1H [17], [18] is a popular approach that is used to
describe the basics of an event/situation. To define the comprehensive list of concepts for an IoT ontology, we answer
the five basic questions - four Ws (What, Where, When,
Who) and one H (How). These five questions comprise the
exhaustive list of competency questions - queries submitted
by experts to a knowledge base to find answers [16]. The
answers to these questions are required to identify the core
IoT concepts. We now present these variables and the corresponding competency questions relevant to the IoT domain
in detail below:
•

•

•

What: What are the things involved in IoT applications?
Are the things actual physical devices or virtual entities?
Are these things used for sensing or actuation? What
are the capabilities of these things? What is the lifetime
of these things? What is the phenomenon of interest
measured by these things? What are the conditions
under which these things must collect data? Should
the data be collected under certain circumstances only?
The answer to ‘what’ of an IoT application requires
concepts to identify the data sources and their context
(e.g., the mobility of the sensor, the activity being performed, whether measurements were taken by devices
automatically or was there some human intervention).
This source is the sensor or the augmented entity which
is embedded in a platform that can be a part of a testbed.
Thus, to answer the ‘what’ question, an IoT ontology
must include concepts for sensors, their context, and
related entities (such as platform and testbed).
Where: Where are the things located? Is the location
a specific geo-coordinate, a spatial region, or a point of
interest (a landmark)? Is the location absolute or relative
(w.r.t. a testbed)? How should the stakeholders refer to
the location of a thing to access its data? To answer these
questions, the IoT ontology must incorporate different
ways to locate things to allow stakeholders to access
location-based data. There must be concepts to define
and incorporate location of data sources.
When: When are the things collecting data? Are they
collecting data at specified timestamps, at a regular
frequency, over a span of time? Is data collection eventdriven? What is the granularity of time duration? Is
there a concept of a timespan? Is time specified using a
universal format (UTC) or in local time format? An IoT
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ontology should provide concepts to support different
formats for defining the time of data collection.
• Who: Who are the users/applications that are allowed to
access information from IoT systems? IoT technology is
still evolving with multiple options available for access
protocols and data exchange. Allowing interoperability
between protocols and data exchange mechanisms may
introduce vulnerabilities in the system. Therefore, it is
important to authenticate users (and applications alike)
before granting them access to sensitive data collected
by IoT systems. To ensure this, an IoT ontology must
include concepts to categorise different users and their
access levels.
• How: How do users/applications interact with things?
How are new things deployed within an IoT application? How are things safely exposed to authenticated
users and applications once the required data is collected? How are commands sent to things for actuations? There should be concepts to support consistent services for providing two-way interaction between
users/applications and things. Two-way interaction is
required to allow users/applications to send commands
to actuators for controlling the surroundings (interaction from user/application to things) and to securely
access the data from sensors (interaction from things to
user/application). Ensuring secure and standard access
is important to handle several vulnerabilities that are
introduced in IoT systems because of the constrained
interactions and multiple protocols available. Providing
standardisation also helps in automating the data collection and data access process. Thus, it becomes important
to define and introduce concepts for enabling services.
Services provide consistent functionalities in the form
of standardised interfaces or to interact with devices in
an IoT system.
We now answer these questions by discussing the recent
ontologies and comparing their effectiveness in supporting
an IoT system with respect to how well they can answer the
competency questions.
IV. ONTOLOGIES AVAILABLE

In this section, we study the ontologies that include concepts required to answer the competency questions discussed
above. We did a keyword-based search on several scientific
research-referencing websites to identify the state-of-the-art
ontologies. Various keywords and their combinations were
used for search, such as “ontology”, “semantic”, “modeling”, “iot”, “access”, and “temporal”. The search results
included ontologies prevalent across several domains (such
as Wireless Sensor Networks [15] and Manufacturing Processes [29]) and application areas (such as Building Management Systems (BMS) [30], indoor navigation [31], and
smart-homes [32]). We filtered these results by considering
only recent (proposed since 2012) and generic ontologies that
encompass concepts from a broader perspective and are not
restricted to a certain domain/proprietary application.
5

We have categorised these filtered ontologies based on
the concepts introduced by them. 6 main categories (Sensor,
Context, Time, Location, Access Control, and Service) are
identified to answer the 5 competency questions - What,
When, Where, Who, and How. Some papers have been included in more than one category if they cover multiple
concepts. We now present our study of existing ontologies
to answer the different competency questions based on these
categories. For each ontology studied, we summarise its
major concepts and parent ontologies (if any - from which
they inherit concepts5 ) in the form of a table. The studied
ontologies can further be evaluated on the basis of multiple
parameters [33] such as accuracy, clarity, and computational
efficiency; however, comparing these ontologies is not the
focus of this work.
A. ANSWERING “WHAT”

Addressing the “what” aspect in IoT requires discovering and
identifying things based on their capabilities and contexts.
Things in IoT refer to devices, agents, or softwares that connect and exchange data with the outside world. These things
monitor/control contexts. Monitoring contexts requires answering the “what” aspect of IoT application - what is the
sensor reading under some condition? Controlling contexts,
however, requires actuation and is covered in the “how”
aspect (covered in detail in Section IV-E). Thus, to answer
the competency questions associated with “what” aspects of
an IoT application, we study the concepts that define sensors
and contexts. We divide this section into sub-parts to address
each of these concepts separately.
1) Sensor ontologies

Several ontologies have been proposed in the literature for
sensor technologies. They aim to solve the problem of
heterogeneity associated with hardware, software, and data
management aspects of sensors. Several ontologies have
been proposed for different domains that utilise sensor data
such as SAREF for smart appliances [34], Brick for smart
buildings [30], and ontology by Dey et al. for smart energy
meter [35]. For this study, we have only considered the ontologies proposed since 20126 that include generic concepts
associated with different aspects of sensor data as highlighted
in Table 1. The table summarises the different concepts
included in these ontologies and identifies the different problems they tackle. We now present a detailed explanation of
the different concepts included in these ontologies and the
functionalities they support.
As shown in Table 1, all sensor ontologies include concepts to define ‘Sensors’ and ‘Sensor Observations’ where
a ‘sensor’ refers to a physical or virtual resource that is
used to sense a phenomenon. A physical sensor refers to
5 For detailed description of the respective parent ontologies, we refer
the readers to the corresponding inheriting ontologies discussed.
6 For a review of the sensor ontologies proposed before 2012, we refer
the readers to the study by Eastman et al. [36]
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an actual physical device that is capable of sensing an environmental phenomenon while a virtual sensor refers to
a virtual device (also referred to as a composite device)
that combines raw data from multiple physical sensors to
sense bigger/complex phenomena. An example of a virtual
sensor includes a weather sensor that uses data from temperature and humidity sensors to infer weather conditions. The
data/readings captured by these physical and virtual sensors
are the ‘Sensor Observations’ which may comprise a single
value or multiple values (a tuple of sensor readings) that may
belong to different data types (such as numeric and boolean).
The sensors may also detect ‘stimulus’ which is a real-world
event that triggers a sensor. An example of a stimulus is a
reading from a smoke detector that triggers a temperature
sensor to check if there is a fire.
These sensing devices used for data collection also vary in
terms of their ‘sensor capabilities’. The sensor capabilities
are mainly described using metadata information (such as
their range, the accuracy of sensor data collection, and the
manufacturer). Defining these sensor capabilities can help
experts in querying a subset of sensors within a ‘testbed’
(an abstract collection of things) comprising the IoT sensor
network. The sensors associated to testbeds may be deployed
on a ‘platform’ which serves as a host for a sensing device
and is helpful in identifying sensors. Consider, for example, a
temperature sensor deployed on a tree (acting as a platform)
within a large forest area (serving as the testbed). In some
cases, to further filter out sensors based on the characteristics
of sensor observations made, an IoT ontology can define
‘observation characteristics’, such as measurement units, accuracy or latency of sensor observations, to help experts
narrow down their queries.
To help experts easily search and query the things, some
ontologies support concepts to define ‘services’ which provide a medium to interact with things. These services (described in detail in Section IV-E) are sometimes used to facilitate message passing from experts to ‘actuators’ present in
an IoT system so that they can perform some action based on
defined ‘procedures’. A ‘procedure’ refers to a computational
method that uses sensor observations to generate actuations.
As an example, consider a smart-home testbed that consists
of a temperature sensor and an air conditioner. An expert can
use a service to query temperature readings from a particular
sensor, and define a procedure to actuate the air conditioner
if the observations captured are below a certain threshold
value. The different concepts defined in these ontologies
support different functionalities such as sensor discovery and
sensor description. Some ontologies also include concepts
to support sensor data management (in the form of efficient
storage) while some provide dynamic support for registering
new sensors with IoT systems. We now discuss the identified
ontologies in detail below.
In 2012, W3C (World Wide Web Consortium) proposed a
standard ontology - SSN (Semantic Sensor Network) [42] for
describing sensors and sensor observations. The ontology has
been modified recently (October 2017) and now includes a

Sensor Description

Sensor Registration

2017

Sensor Data Management

SmartOntoSensor [43]

Sensor Discovery

2017

Service

SSN [42]

Sensor Capabilities

2016
2016
2016

Procedure

Hirmer et al. [39]
ContQuest [40]
IoT-Lite [41]

Testbed

2015

Platform

M3 [8]

Actuator

2015

Stimulus

MyOntoSensor [15]

Parent Ontologies
SUMO, DUL, *.
SSN+ , GeoNames, OWL-S.
-NASSN+ , OntoSensor,
WSSN, SensorML, QUDT.
SSN+ , WGS84, Domain
Specific ontologies (FOAF,
DogOnt, Cooking, etc.).
SensorML.
-NASSN+ , QU, WGS84.
QUDT, O&M, OWL-Time,
DUL, GeoSPARQL.
SSN+ , SensorML,
CoDAMoS, OWL-Time.

Observation Characteristics

Year
2012
2014
2015

Sensor observation

Ontology
SCO [37]
Nambi et al. [9]
Xue et al. [38]

Supports

Sensor

Concepts Included

3
3
3

3
3
3

7
3
7

7
7
7

7
3
7

3
7
7

3
3
7

3
7
7

3
3
3

3
3
7

3
3
3

7
3
7

3
3
3

7
7
7

3

3

3

3

3

7

7

7

3

7

3

3

3

3

3

3

7

3

3

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

3

7

3
3
3

3
3
3

7
7
7

7
7
7

7
3
3

3
7
7

7
7
3

7
3
7

3
7
7

3
3
3

3
7
3

3
3
7

3
3
3

3
7
7

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

7

3

3

3

7

3

3

3

3

7

3

7

3

3

3

7

7

3

7

+: First version of SSN (proposed in 2005).
* All parent ontologies used are not explicitly mentioned in the paper. The ontology is also not publicly available for verification.
TABLE 1. A brief overview of sensor based concepts covered by different sensor ontologies proposed since 2012. A 3represents that concepts are available and a
7 indicates the absence of the concepts.

comprehensive list of concepts to describe sensor capabilities
such as accuracy, range, and resolution. This facilitates sensor discovery based on sensor capabilities. Further, the new
version also uses concepts from GeoSPARQL7 ontology to
define location-related concepts to facilitate sensor discovery
as per spatial requirements.
The concepts proposed by Xue et al. [38] to define sensor capabilities differ from the sensor capabilities defined
in SSN. They classify sensor capabilities as static and
dynamic. They also categorise sensors as normal or
advanced. They introduce concepts to deal with issues
of sensor management and data sharing in sensor networks.
However, their ontology is limited to defining concepts for
indoor locations only (building rooms and floors) and supports only a small number of sensor types in terms of the
phenomena they sense. This provides limited semantic support for only a small number of sensor features. M3 ontology,
proposed by Gyrard et al. [8], [44], overcomes this limitation
by providing support for several sensors, observation values
(multiple data types), their units, and domains. Using rules
defined on this data, M3 supports reasoning on sensor data to
infer contextual information. M3 ontology was proposed as
an extension to W3C’s initial SSN ontology.
Since the platform to which sensors are attached can be
mobile, issues arising with dynamicity and sensor discovery
were initially dealt by the OntoSensor [45] ontology proposed in 2005. The ontology extends concepts from Sen-

sorML8 , ISO-191159 , and SUMO [46], to provide concepts
for the identification of sensor categories, behavior, relationships, functionalities, and meta-data regarding sensor characteristics, performance, and reliability. OntoSensor aims to
support interoperability and ontology-based inferences that
require aspects of physical sensing to be incorporated in
the ontology definition. The ontology is heavy-weight, has
high usage complexity, does not include concepts to define services, and lacks the ability to extensively describe
sensor observations. These limitations were solved by MyOntoSens [15] which provides a generic and exhaustive
ontology for describing sensor observations and capabilities
to reason over collected data. MyOntoSens has been proposed for the domain of wireless sensor networks (WSN)
and borrows several concepts and relationships from existing ontologies including OntoSensor [45], SSN [42], and
QUDT [47] which makes it applicable to the IoT domain
also. MyOntoSens provides concepts to support sensor discovery and sensor registration with IoT systems.
Hirmer et al. [39] propose an ontology to support dynamic registration and bindings of new sensors to platforms.
They borrow concepts of sensors, their characteristics, associated properties from SensorML, and introduce an additional concept of ‘adapter’ associated with every sensor. The
borrowed concepts support sensor discovery while the newly
introduced concepts provide/compute additional information
8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SensorML

7 http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/geosparql

9 http://bit.ly/2nedvM1
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about sensor data. For example, adapters are used to compute
the average quality of sensor data values from the quality of
the sensor provided by the manufacturer and the staleness
of values generated by the sensor. This additional information is then used to build a repository of different possible
sensor bindings - bindings of different sensors with different
adapters - which is then used to automate registration and
binding tasks.
Shi et al. [37] identified the problems associated with
inconsistencies in concept definitions among existing ontologies and proposed a framework to overcome them. The ontology associated with their framework, Sensor Core Ontology
(SCO), borrows concepts from existing sensor ontologies and
allows addition of new concepts, thereby supporting extensibility. The ontology focuses mainly on concepts related
to sensor data where each sensor observation is associated
with time, space (location), and a theme (phenomenon being
sensed). Similar to this, Bermudez-Edo et al. [41] suggest
that for data analytics in an IoT application scenario, only
some concepts are required from the SSN ontology to query
the datastore. According to them, it is inefficient to borrow
all concepts as it increases query time. Hence, they propose
a lightweight ontology by borrowing concepts from existing
ontologies (such as SSN and WGS84) to define the basic
concepts required for accessing the sensor data.
Every generic ontology listed above aims to solve some
aspects of sensor data collection from its limited perspective.
An individual ontology is still unable to address all aspects
associated with sensor data collection and thus, developers
must choose an ontology (or a combination of them) based on
their application requirements. This highlights the problems
associated with heterogeneous ontologies listed earlier.
2) Context ontologies

Most of the IoT applications aim to sense environmental
phenomena and take suitable actions to actuate the environment, or infer high-level knowledge (contexts) about the
environment. The knowledge and the contexts inferred by
one IoT application can be used for other applications as
well. Thus, to enable knowledge sharing, interoperability,
and extensibility in an IoT application, it becomes important
to define concepts associated with contexts. As defined by
Chen et al. [48], contexts are “used to describe places,
agents, and events”. Contexts can be classified as external or
internal; and physical or logical [49]. In this work, we study
the context ontologies proposed for context-aware systems
that can be extended to the IoT domain also. The purpose of
these context-aware ontologies is to effectively label contextual information collected from sensor devices in the form of
sensor data. This contextual information can also be used to
identify services relevant to a thing/actuator/user at a given
location and time.
Context ontologies can be categorised on the basis of several aspects [28]: (i) the type of context monitored - dynamic
or static; (ii) the type of information available - primary or
secondary; and (iii) the level of context awareness offered
8

- personalised, active, or passive. Dynamic contexts include
information that varies quickly with time (such as location of
a mobile sensor or the activity of sensor platform) while static
contexts refer to information that does not vary with time
(such as a user’s profile information). Primary contexts refer
to information that is extracted from the raw data available
while secondary contexts are inferred using a combination
of raw data and/or primary contexts. In terms of the levels
of context awareness offered, personalised context awareness
refers to the context information that is entered manually
by a user (e.g., the location at which to trigger a certain
action). Active context awareness is offered by systems that
continuously sense the environment and autonomously take
actions (e.g., smoke detectors monitoring continuously in
a room and automatically informing a fire station) while
passive context awareness is offered by systems that sense
the environment automatically but provide a list of possible
actions to be taken instead of deciding an appropriate action
themselves (e.g., monitoring a refrigerator door and alerting
the user in case it has been open for a long time). Depending
on the requirements of an IoT application, different context
ontologies are used. A list of context ontologies studied in
this work is shown in Table 210 .
In order to define context, four pieces of information have
been defined as primary context - location, activity, time, and
identity [56]. In this work, we study the existing contextaware ontologies across the different categories identified
above and the different information considered as primary
contexts. Table 2 presents a summary of our study. A detailed
description of these ontologies is presented next.
It must be noted that domain specific context-aware ontologies are more prevalent as contexts inferred in contextaware applications (including IoT-based applications) are
highly dependent on the domain in consideration. As an
example, for labeling a user activity, we need a complete
understanding of activities possible in the domain as activities performed on a university campus are very different
from the activities performed in a smart-home environment.
Thus, better concepts for semantic labeling of contexts can
be identified with domain-specific ontologies but we only
focus on generic ontologies for the horizontal silo of IoT
applications.
In IoT applications, contexts are often important to correctly interpret sensor data [28]. Thus, as the first step
towards semantic labeling of contexts in IoT applications,
Baldauf et al. [49] propose the common architecture principles of context-aware systems based on the classification of
contexts: external (physical) or internal (logical). External or
physical contexts are those that are measured using physical
sensors, while internal or logical contexts are those that
are explicitly specified by users or captured by monitoring
user interactions (e.g., a user’s goal or emotional state). To
further describe the primary concepts for contexts (loca10 For a detailed study on context-aware ontologies in the domain of IoT
before 2012, we refer the readers to [28].
VOLUME -, 201-

Ontology

Year

Parent Ontologies

iConAwa [50]
Rodriguez et al. [51]

2012
2012

-NA-NADUHO, Domain
ontologies (such as DPO and NIE)
-NASSN+ , GeoNames, OWL-S.
FOAF, OWL-S.
SOUPA-Location, GCACO.
SSN+ , SensorML, CoDAMoS,
OWL-Time.

DCON [52]

2013

COAC [53]
Nambi et al. [9]
CACOnt [54]
Gao et al. [55]

2013
2014
2015
2016

SmartOntoSensor [43]

2017

Primary Contextual Information
Identity
Time
Activity
User Thing
3
3
3
7
3
3
3
7
7
7

Location

Type of
context

Level of
context awareness

Dynamic + Static
Static

Active + Personalisation
Personalisation

3

3

3

3

3

Dynamic

Active + Passive

3
3
3
3

3
3
7
3

3
3
3
3

3
7
3
3

7
7
3
7

Dynamic + Static
Dynamic
Dynamic
Static

Active
Passive
Personalisation+ Active
Personalisation

3

3

3

3

3

Dynamic + Static

Passive

+: First version of SSN (proposed in 2005).
TABLE 2. A summary of the existing context-aware ontologies in terms of primary contextual information offered and the level of context awareness provided. A
3indicates that concepts are available and a 7 indicates the absence of concepts.

tions, users/things, and events), Chen et al. [48] proposed
a context-aware ontology COBRA-ONT in 2003 based on
their COntext BRoker Architecture (COBRA) for smartspaces (such as college campus). They describe places using
<lat, lon, string-name> with different constraints.
The ‘agents’ (such as things and services/procedures) are
located in places and play certain roles to perform some
activities. An important contribution by the authors is the
broker architecture that is used to acquire and reason over
contextual information from mobile devices in order to reduce the burden of developers.
Another system - iConAwa [50] also aims to provide
context aware services to mobile devices in a multi-agent
system. They propose a context ontology with concepts
to define locations, things (mobile agents), and users that
enables dynamic and personalised contextual awareness. It
lays a strong foundation for mobile systems by proposing
concepts to define a user’s personal profile and mobile device characteristics such as brand, model, and CPU speed.
To support contextual information across multiple domains,
Rodriguez et al. [51] propose a multi-dimensional ontology
which is capable of representing multiple dimensions, such
as user contexts and application domains, with changing
attributes such as user interests. This allows easy integration
with other ontologies to solve multi-disciplinary problems,
and allows identifying services relevant to users based on
their interests. The relationships between user locations and
contexts have also been modeled by DCON ontology [52]
which uses sensor data to model two aspects of user’s context
- (i) live contextual information as inferred using sensor data
(e.g.: temperature measured at a given region at a given time)
and (ii) situation which describes a recurring live context
(e.g.: rainy weather for two days). DCON ontology also
identifies the environment around a user (peers and upcoming
schedule) to identify services that match user requirements.
Expanding to the entire IoT domain, Nambi et al. [9] have
proposed the use of a context ontology to provide “context
awareness and interoperability during service discovery and
composition”. This allows easy addition and identification of
IoT devices in a large testbed for enabling smart services to
users. A more generic, hierarchical context-aware ontology

- COAC - is proposed by Kayes et al. [53] to include core
contextual concepts like location, time, and user in the upper
(root) ontology, while allowing users to incorporate domainspecific ontologies in the lower layer of the ontology. This allows COAC to be extensible while targetting domain specific
applications. CACOnt [54] is another ontology that aims to
incorporate contextual information in a hierarchical manner
to support generic context-based concepts (root level) and
concepts specific to multiple domains (at the next level of
hierarchy). This hierarchical grouping reduces the number
of concepts required for an application, subsequently limiting the processing time and improving accuracy. Another
similar hierarchical grouping of context-aware concepts is
proposed by Gao et al. [55]. Their proposed ontology is split
into two levels - the first level consists of generic contextaware concepts such as location and time; and the second
level consists of a personalisation ontology that comprises
of concepts to define user preferences. A combination of the
concepts in these two levels allows their ontology to achieve
user-level personalisation for context-awareness. To account
for the increasing sensing capabilities of mobile devices, and
therefore, the large amount of contextual information that is
generated by collected sensor data, Ali et al. [43] proposed
a mid-level ontology SmartOntoSensor. SmartOntoSensor
includes concepts to define contexts based on knowledge
generated from sensor data while keeping it extensible to define new concepts as they evolve. As of now, SmartOntoSensor includes concepts to define the fundamental concepts
required to identify a context - location, time, user/device,
and activity.
However, as mentioned earlier, contextual information is
largely domain-dependent. Consider, for example, the concept ‘activity’. This concept can be used to define high-level
physical activities (such as sitting, sleeping, or eating) of
a patient in a smart-health application; while in a smarteducation application, an activity can refer to finer activities
(such as reading, writing, or playing). Incorporating the
generic concepts in the horizontal silo of an IoT ontology
help testbeds to solve the heterogeneity and interoperability
issues in IoT data integration.
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Geo-coordinates

User

Device

Location characteristics

Accessibility Constraints

2017

Spatial Entity

SmartOntoSensor [43]

Parent Ontologies
-NA-NASSN+ , GeoNames, OWL-S.
-NASSN+ , QU, WGS84.
SOUPA-Location, GCACO.
QUDT, W3C Geo vocabulary, vCard.
-NA-NASSN+ , SensorML,
CoDAMoS, OWL-Time.

Region

Year
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

Location Type

Ontology
iConAwa [50]
Brown et al. [57]
Nambi et al. [9]
Kim et al. [58]
IoT-Lite [41]
Gao et al. [55]
iLoc [31]
SeCoMan [59]
ContQuest [40]

Indoor + Outdoor#
Indoor
Indoor + Outdoor
Indoor + Outdoor
Outdoor∗
Indoor + Outdoor#
Indoor
Indoor
Indoor + Outdoor

7
7
3
7
3
3
7
3
3

3
3
3
7
7
3%
3
3
7

3
7
3
3
3
3
7
3
7

3
3
7
3
7
7
7
3
7

3
7
3
3
3
3
7
3
3

3
3
3
3
7
7
7
3
3

7
3
7
7
7
7
3
3
7

Indoor + Outdoor#

3

3

3

3

3

7

7

+: First version of SSN (proposed in 2005).
#: The ontology does not explicitly mention that it provides concepts for indoor and outdoor locations but the concepts provided can be
used to define both indoor and outdoor locations.
*: The ontology does not explicitly mention that it is limited to outdoor locations, but because of lack of concepts to define spatial entities,
it is limited to defining geographical regions and points only which makes it difficult to describe indoor locations.
%: Supports limited spatial entities.
TABLE 3. Concepts and functionalities supported by different location ontologies proposed in the literature. A 3indicates that concepts are present and a 7
indicates the absence of concepts.

B. ANSWERING “WHERE”

The “where” aspect of answering questions related to data
collection and data access is related to the location of things,
platforms, and sensor data collection in IoT testbeds. Locations are used to describe the spatial context (partly, physical
context) of users/devices. Although a subset of context, we
consider location ontologies separately in detail as they have
been used in several different domain areas beyond IoT
technologies, such as defining cultural heritage [60], urban
planning [61], and indoor navigation [57]. Semantic solutions
for describing location information are also a key factor
enabling Human Space Interaction (HSI) - which assist in
providing context-aware services with IoT solutions [62].
The location ontologies (semantic solutions) are used
to describe the geography of testbeds and locations of
things/users in an IoT application. These locations and geographies include indoor locations (such as buildings or
rooms) and/or outdoor locations (such as a park or a river).
These locations are often described using geo-coordinates (a
single point in space), as a region (using a polynomial shape
defined as a set of coordinates), or as a spatial entity (using
a well defined label for a landmark such as building, river,
park, floor, and room). The location class is associated with
metadata information that describes location characteristics
such as its accuracy, name, nearby landmarks, and associated
services. Each location/geography is associated either to a
thing (device) or a user of an IoT application. These users
and things may or may not have access to a certain location
for security reasons or otherwise (e.g., a visitor in a hospital
may not have access to patients’ rooms). These accessibility
10

constraints are defined within the location ontology using
additional properties and concepts. Table 3 summarises the
different concepts provided by location ontologies studied in
this work.
As mentioned earlier, location ontologies with generic
concepts have been proposed in multiple domains. These
ontologies are used across domains including IoT. The W3C
Geospatial Incubator Group proposed the WGS84 ontology [63] in 2003 as a basic location ontology to describe
abstract concepts for ‘SpatialThings’ such as buildings, people, and ‘TemporalThings’ such as events or time durations.
It also describes geographical locations of these spatial and
temporal things with concepts for defining ‘latitude’, ‘longitude’, and ‘altitude’. Concepts defined in WGS84 are inherited from abstract concepts for defining location subclasses
specific to a system. A more descriptive location ontology
is provided by Flury et al. [64] for context-aware services as they identify location to be a common denominator
for modeling services in context-aware environments. They
provide a generic ontology for location concepts to define
“device-based services encountered in ubiquitous computing
environments”. They provide abstract mathematical models
to categorize the different location solutions (like Cartesian
coordinates and numerical estimation techniques) used to
define location information. The different models considered
are as follows: (i) Geometric models comprising of Cartesian
coordinates (geo-coordinates of a location/region); (ii) Settheoretic models for defining location as an element of a
set such as cellular location and WiFi AP location (spatial
entities); (iii) Graph-based models for defining locations in

physically grounded networks and social networks (regions)
and (iv) Semantic models for defining locations defined using
human-friendly notations. Our work is limited to semantic
models proposed in the literature that are used for contextaware environments.
iConAwa [50] system, as discussed earlier, is a multiagent system for mobile devices aimed at providing contextaware services. The system proposes a location ontology that
incorporates concepts for defining points of interests (geocoordinates of a place) in an indoor setting and labeling them
(e.g., a meeting room, a pantry). These POIs are often related
to mobile agents and mobile users. The concepts are limited
to spatial points and their labels (user-defined strings). There
are no concepts to define spatial regions or entities which
limits them to applications based on geographic points only.
Another ontology defined for indoor settings (indoor navigation) was proposed by Brown et al. [57]. Their proposed
ontology comprises of spatial entities split into space units
(e.g., a building is split into multiple floors and a floor
is split into multiple corridors) which are described using
metadata information. The ontology also defines extensive
concepts to support accessibility constraints from multiple
aspects - users (who have access to a space unit), direction
(which directions users can access while navigating indoors),
or temporal (how many times can a space unit be accessed
by a user). Similarly, the location concepts included in the
ContQuest [40] ontology also allow a location to be located
inside another location (e.g.: a room can be described as
located inside a building, which can further be described as
located inside a university campus). A major limitation of
ContQuest is that it describes locations as regions only and
therefore, serves a smaller set of applications.
To provide semantic solutions for both indoor and outdoor
locations in IoT applications, Nambi et al. [9] proposed a
location ontology which consists of concepts to define all
forms of locations - coordinates, spatial entities, and regions.
They associate these locations with IoT devices and also provide concepts to define some location characteristics (such
as neighboring and nearby locations). To further incorporate
more details about location characteristics, Kim et al. [58]
proposed an ontology that defines concepts to enable a reasoner to improve the accuracy of location prediction in indoor
and outdoor settings. Since in most IoT-based applications,
location information is often predicted from data collected
using sensors (such as GPS and WiFi), Kim et al. [58] rely
on the use of sensor data collected from mobile devices of
users and integrate it with location information from GPS
to improve the accuracy of location prediction. They include
concepts to define users and devices along with GPS logs
and other sensor data that help in improving the location estimation. The lightweight sensor-based IoT-Lite [41] ontology
and the ontology proposed by Gao et al. [55] only comprise
of concepts to define locations as a point or a region. This
limitation also restricts them to a small set of applications.
The iLoc [31] ontology was also proposed for indoor
locations (indoor building navigation). The ontology follows

some of the best practices for defining a new ontology. It
uses concepts borrowed from several existing ontologies QUDT11 , W3C Geo vocabulary, and vCard12 and also supports extensibility. Since the root concept ‘Location’ is borrowed from W3C Geo vocabulary, iLoc can also be extended
to provide navigation for outdoor locations. SeCoMan [59]
ontology also provides concepts for both indoor and outdoor
locations while providing support to define locations as a
point, spatial entity, or a region. SmartOntoSensor [43]
ontology for multi-agent systems also proposes location concepts to define locations of mobile devices.
C. ANSWERING “WHEN”

The “when” aspect is used to describe the temporal context
of IoT sensor data collection and knowledge generation. The
sensor data and inferred contexts in an IoT application evolve
with time. This dynamicity in the collected and generated information is impossible to capture using binary relations, so
N-ary relations are required for time-related concepts. E.g.,
a ternary relationship is required to capture the time-based
information between a sensor (thing) and an observation.
The three concepts involved in this ternary relationship are
associated as follows - a ‘Sensor Observation’ is generated by
a ‘Sensor’ at some ‘TimeInstant’. This temporal dynamicity
in data is relevant in several domains such as text processing,
time series analysis, and sensor networks. In this study, we
reflect upon the ontologies that include temporal concepts for
capturing dynamic information.
A detailed study on time ontologies is presented by Ermolayev et al. [67]. Their study encompasses several time
ontologies discussed across several domain areas (until 2014)
encompassing almost all communities in the field of computer science. From their study, we identify 4 different facets
of time that affect the choice of temporal concepts in IoT
domain. These facets are as follows:
1) Choice of time: Time, for defining IoT data collection, is represented as either absolute (a certain UNIX
timestamp or a particular date-time) or relative (before
or after some other time). These absolute and relative
concepts indicate quantitative and qualitative aspects
of temporal information respectively.
2) Granularity of time: This refers to slicing the concepts
of time as per the required density (such as years,
minutes, or seconds). The granularity of time also
varies with the temporal structure used to define time.
The temporal structure may consist of a single time
instant for event-based data collection; or a sequence
of time instants known as a time interval for continuous
data collection with(out) a time duration and starting
and ending time instants. Temporal structure may also
include calendar-clock information to represent relative time. Granularity may also be defined in terms of
a time unit as per application requirements. For e.g.,
11 http://www.qudt.org/
12 https://www.w3.org/TR/vcard-rdf/
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Time Interval

Calendar-Clock

Time Unit

Periodicity

Qualitative relations

Parent Ontologies
OWL-Time∗
OWL-Time∗
OWL-Time∗
-NA-

Time Instant

Year
2007
2016
2016
2017

Relative

Ontology
TimeLine16
Hong et al. [65]
Cox et al. [66]
OWL-Time15

Temporal Structure

Absolute

Choice of time

3
7
3
3

3
3
3
3+

3
3
3
3

DSE
SE
D
D

YMdhms
7
TYMdhms
TYMdhms

7
7
3
3

3
7
7
7

3
3
3
3

+ Concepts defined are stubs. No properties are associated with these concepts.
*: Previous version of OWL-Time (2006)
D: Duration, S: Starting time instant, E: Ending time instant
T: Timezone, Y: Year, M: Month, d: Day, h: Hour, m: Month, s: Second
TABLE 4. A comparison of temporal concepts included in some of the time-based ontologies. A 3indicates that concepts are present while a 7 indicates the
absence of concepts.

in an environment sensing application, sensors may be
required to collect data every 15 minutes. In this case,
15 minutes is considered as one unit of time.
3) Periodicity: Periodicity indicates whether the sensor
data collection is sporadic, periodic, or uncertain. The
periodicity of sensor data collection varies largely
depending on IoT application area. For e.g., varying
periodicity for an environment monitoring app are
periodic sensor data collection, uncertain events-based
actuations, and sporadic instants/intervals for eventbased sensor data collection.
4) Qualitative properties: In order to reason/query upon
temporal data, qualitative relations may be required
to compare events in qualitative terms. E.g., In case
of forest monitoring, a query may request for CO2
sensor data after a fire event was detected. Thus, a time
ontology for IoT domain may also consist of qualitative concepts and properties to improve reasoning and
querying.
Table 4 summarises the different time ontologies proposed in
the literature with the concepts supported by them. Several
ontologies that define temporal context have been proposed,
for example, DAML-Time [68] (DARPA Agent Markup
Language project Time initiative, 2002), DAML-S13 (DAML
for Web Services) (2003), and KSL-Time [69] (2002) to
name a few. DAML-Time focused on concepts to provide a
common understanding of time. DAML-S however, provides
temporal concepts required to define a web service such as
profile, process and time. KSL-Time ontology, on the other
hand, provides concepts to distinguish between different
types of intervals and granularity. We refrain ourselves from
describing them in detail as these ontologies were proposed
before 2012.
The most commonly used ontology for defining temporal
concepts is the OWL-Time14 ontology. The W3C consor-
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tium initially proposed OWL-Time ontology in 2006 for
web applications by extending the DAML-Time ontology
proposed by Hobbs and Pan [68]. OWL-Time ontology focuses on describing date-time information specified in Gregorian calendar format and conventional clock system. M.
Grüninger in [70] verified this ontology in an independent
study. Over time, new temporal requirements have been
realised for systems and the updated version was proposed in
201715 which supports some new concepts while deprecating
some. The new ontology supports concepts to define absolute
time as time instants and intervals; and relative time using a
temporal reference system (the concept only is a stub and is
not associated with any properties). Time intervals in OWLTime are expressed using the concept of “duration” combined
with instances of time instants that define starting and ending
points of the time interval. The Gregorian calendar system
allows to define a date-time structure for time concepts, and
the qualitative properties defined in the ontology support
reasoning. A light-weight version of OWL-Time ontology
called Time-Entity is developed for applications needing
only limited concepts [71]. OWL-Time ontology has been
used as a base ontology by several other works mentioned
earlier like SSN [42] and SmartOntoSensor [43].
Timeline ontology16 is another time-based ontology that
emphasizes on the use of timelines (combinations of multiple
time instants and intervals) to denote temporal objects such
as signals or videos. It extends the first version of OWL-Time
Ontology by providing various concepts for timelines such
as ‘ContinuousTimeLine’, ‘DiscreteTimeLine’, and ‘OriginMap’. Hong et al. [65] proposed a temporal ontology
which supports reasoning over temporal queries asked in
natural language. Their ontology extends the first version
of OWL-Time and introduces some additional properties for
easy reasoning on natural language queries and generate responses in natural language. Their ontology model proposes

13 http://www.daml.org/services/daml-s/0.9/

15 http://w3c.github.io/sdw/time/

14 https://www.w3.org/TR/owl-time/

16 http://motools.sourceforge.net/timeline/timeline.html

the definition of ‘interval sets’ (multiple time instants and
time intervals) that consist of related time instants that help
define relative time. Instead of using Gregorian calendar for
representing time instants, this ontology uses integers and literals to define relative time. Another alternative to represent
time instants using non-Gregorian format was proposed by
Cox et al. [66]. The author proposed two extensions of the
first version of OWL-Time ontology to represent temporal
information in non-Gregorian formats. The first extension
includes a temporal reference system to allow for relative
time instants and time intervals with OWL-Time ontology.
The second extension allows a more generalised extension
of OWL-Time ontology to include non-Gregorian calendar
format.
The temporal concepts proposed by these ontologies are
relevant across domains and only include positions of time
instants/intervals in the time space. Expansion of temporal
concepts from locations to events was proposed by Zhang
et al. [72]. They propose a hierarchical temporal ontology,
where the base ontology comprises of concepts to allow
description of temporal events such as cultural or historical
events in Gregorian calendar format and the lower level
ontology supports representing time positions (instants and
intervals) in Chinese calendar format. As highlighted, these
temporal aspects are useful to define the N-ary relationships
in IoT systems in multiple ways. As an example, Dey et
al. [35] have demonstrated the use of time ontology to IoT
systems. The unified ontologies proposed in IoT literature
(such as IoT-Lite [41] and FIESTA-IoT [14]) also borrow
concepts from these existing time ontologies to annotate
temporal data.
D. ANSWERING “WHO”

In IoT systems, the data collected and the information generated from this data is sensitive in nature. Add to that
the large number of physical things connected to systems.
The availability of such private and sensitive information
from such a large number of things brings opportunities
and challenges. The opportunities include anytime, anywhere
access of information, while the challenges include securing things and generated information from intruders trying
to gain unauthorised access. This problem becomes more
challenging when multiple data sources, and heterogeneous
protocols and things are inter-weaved in systems [73]. Thus,
to prevent unauthorised access in IoT systems for security
of things and information, it is important to define “who”
are the authorised users/applications with access to diverse
pieces of IoT information. Access-control and security mechanisms are commonly used in areas related to databases
and information security. Ontologies have been used as a
popular tool for representing access-control models across
domains owing to the flexibility and extensibility offered
by ontologies. The concepts and properties defined in these
ontologies help in identifying the rightful users of the right
parts of information. In this section, we study the existing
access-control ontologies proposed in these domains.

Access control models essentially try to describe the relationships between different users and the information they
have access to. The users of the information are known as
subjects or actors who require access to resources which
refer to different pieces of information being shared. These
resources might vary in terms of their granularity based
on the subject in consideration. Consider, for example, a
smart building where the owner has access to occupancy
data of the entire building, while an occupant has access
to data of the floor on which s/he resides. Thus, an access
control model is described using tuples of the form < S,
R, SR, I > where S denotes the subject, R refers to the
resource (and its granularity) in consideration, SR defines the
relationship between a subject and a resource, and I is used to
define additional information on which the relationship may
depend.
Depending on application requirements, four types of access control models have been proposed in the literature [79]
- mandatory, role-based, context-based, and attribute based.
For applications requiring a strict level of control, Mandatory
Access Control (MAC) models have been proposed where a
central authority classifies subjects and resources to access
levels. In order to access some resource, a user must have
the same access level or higher. In the example above, for
data access with MAC, an occupant of the floor must be
assigned similar or higher level of security as the occupancy
data of the floor. Since resources in IoT systems are highly
dynamic in nature and depend on the context, MAC models
are commonly not used. The second type of access control
model is Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) where subjects
are assigned roles based on levels of information accessible
by them. For the smart building application used as an
example above, two roles exist - a subject is either the owner
or an occupant of the building. The roles assigned to subjects
are used to identify the resources accessible by them. The
third, and probably the most common type of access control used in IoT systems, is Context-Aware Access Control
(CBAC) where the environment is monitored to identify the
context. Based on the environment of subjects and resources,
access to different granularities of resources are provided to
subjects. For example, in the smart building application, all
occupants are granted access to the occupancy data in case
of a fire. Similar to CBAC, Attribute Based Access Control
(ABAC) has been proposed for systems where resources are
accessible to subjects based on their attribute values such as
a subject’s profile or the value of a resource. For more details
on different kinds of access control ontologies, we refer the
readers to a recent study by Kirrane et al. [79].
The access control rules decide whether or not to grant
access for a resource (and different granularities) to a subject.
Depending on the type of access control used, systems may
support static or dynamic access control to resources. As
resources in IoT systems (and other domains in general)
have multiple users, policy making is also enabled by some
systems to allow users to enable new access rules. Some
access control models also allow enabling different actions
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Parent Ontologies

Subject

Resource

Resource Granularity

Access Control

Policy making

Type of Access Control

Additional information

Year

PPMO [74]

2012

PPO, WAC, FOAF.

3

3

3

Attribute-based

3
(Create, Read,
Update, Delete)

3
(Access,
NoAccess)

3

Static

SHIE3LD [75]

2012

SIOC, FOAF, PRISSMA
WAC, OWL-Time.

3

3

3

Context-aware

3
(Create, Read,
Update, Delete)

3

3

Dynamic

COAC [53]

2013

-NA-

3

3

3

Context-aware

3
(Read, Write)

3
(Grant,
Decline)

3

Dynamic

Steyskal et al. [76]

2014

ODRL (v2.0).

3

3

7

Role-based,
Attribute-based

3
(Read, Write,
Aggregate, Delete)

7

Static

Onto-ACM [77]

2014

-NA-

3

3

7

Context-aware,
role-based

7

7

Dynamic

7

Daud et al. [78]

2016

-NA-

3

3

3

Attribute-based

7

3

Static

7

Action

Access Rule

Ontology

3
(Prohibition,
Permission)
3
(Permit, Deny)
3
(Allow, Deny)

Weights of
preferences;
conditional
operators.
Mobile contexts,
access condition
sets.
Relationship
between users;
contextual
information.
Terms of data
usage, representing
licenses for data use.

TABLE 5. The different concepts incorporated in access-control ontologies proposed since 2012. MAC (Mandatory Access Control) models are generally not used
for IoT systems as they are suitable for strict environments, which is often not the case with dynamic IoT systems. A 3indicates that concepts are present while a 7
indicates absence of concepts.

like modifying resources and adding new resources to data
sources. Our review of the different access-control ontologies
proposed in different domains so far (since 2012) is presented
in the text below.
Table 5 summarises the different concepts proposed in
access-control ontologies so far. Privacy Preference Ontology
(PPO) was initially proposed in 2011 and later extended
by Sacco et al. [74] as PPMO (Privacy Preference Manager Ontology) to include some additional concepts and
properties. PPO provides attribute-based access control of
resources to subjects (called ‘agents’) with fine-granularity.
The new version also allows subjects to modify data sources
by providing them with read and write permissions. It offers an additional feature of associating a weight (priority)
with the policy permissions defined. These weights allow
access policies with higher weights to bypass access policies
with lower weights. Another approach to ensure contextaware access control for systems consisting of mobile devices
was proposed by Costabello et al. [75]. They proposed a
framework for mobile devices - SHIE3LD - to allow authorization mechanisms for RDF graph stores. They borrowed
concepts from two ontologies - s4ac and prissma. The
unification of these two ontologies offered by SHIE3LD
comprises of concepts to identify subjects and their access
condition sets (sets of access conditions) based on context
of mobile devices. The ontology proposed by Steyskal et
al. [76] relies on an existing open standard - Open Digital
Rights Language (ODRL) - from the field of Linked Data
to publish web content. They extend the ODRL standard
language and introduce concepts to provide a combination of
role-based and attribute-based access-control models. With
role-based access control, a subject is an assigner or assignee
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of a policy, and with attribute-based access control, attributes
such as the number of times data is accessed and the time
of data access are considered while providing concepts to
implement constraints for data access. These constraints are
used to restrict subjects (called ‘parties’) from accessing
resources (called ‘assets’). However, they do not reflect upon
the granularity of resources shared with subjects. Kayes
et al. [53] proposed a framework with COAC ontology to
provide context-aware access control to applications. Their
framework provides an upper layer context ontology which is
equipped with a lower layer domain-specific policy to define
access control rules. The reasoner provided in the framework
allows different subjects to access different granularity levels
of resources based on their dynamic contexts.
A more generic attribute-based access control ontology
was proposed by Daud et al. [78] to provide definition and
enforcement of access control policies to large systems with
heterogeneous data (such as Online Social Networks and
cloud computing). They define an upper layer ontology for
ABAC with concepts that can be instantiated to generate
domain-specific instances. The generic nature of the ontology
makes it easier to define new policies for a larger set of
subject and resources.
A more complex context-based access control ontology
was proposed by Choi et al. [77]. They combine the context
of a subject and a resource with his/her role to determine
the right access permissions. They propose a generic context
ontology which can be reasoned upon by a SPARQL reasoner
to dynamically grant access to a resource. To extend services
and data access from one domain to another, Mouliswaran et
al. [80] proposed to convert a matrix containing permissions
(rows with subjects and columns with resources) into role-

based access control ontology. They propose a methodology
to build a static ‘inter-domain role-based’ access control
ontology by identifying domains, roles of subjects in these
domains, and the relationships between inter-domain subjects.
The concepts defined in these generic access-control ontologies can be borrowed by the IoT domain to answer
the “who” aspect of data collection and access. Defining
an IoT ontology with these concepts helps provide secure
access to data while providing confidentiality, integrity, and
authenticity of users and applications.
Nevertheless, with the implementation of new rules and
laws in different parts of the world, like GDPR17 (General
Data Protection Regulation) law in Europe, it is now also
necessary to protect the collected data and fulfill the requirements for storage and usage of data. Although access
control based ontologies provide authentication mechanisms,
but consent to access a particular data is not handled by them.
Fatema et al. in [81] proposed a consent ontology that aims
to answer “who is allowed or denied to do some activity
on what data”. Their ontology is an extension of PROVO18 ontology. In another similar work Pandit et al. proposed
GDPRov ontology [82] for provenance and consent (also
using PROV-O as base ontology). Such ontologies can be
used by developers to make systems more robust.
E. ANSWERING “HOW”

So far, we have discussed ontologies and conceptual models
that talk about the ‘W’s of data collection and data access in
an IoT system. We now discuss the “how” aspect involved in
collecting and accessing data in IoT applications. We discuss
the ontologies that propose concepts to facilitate interaction
of users and applications with things. A formal specification
of these interactions also allows things to interact with each
other which facilitates exchange of data and generation of
higher level information. These formal interactions help in
deploying new things on heterogeneous platforms, which is
otherwise a tedious task as platforms have different hardware
and software specifications. In the absence of a formal semantics, this would require IoT applications to incorporate
multiple platform specific data-structures, semantics, and
API usages. Thus, consistent ways need to be defined to
support interaction of IoT applications with physical devices
and their representation in the virtual world. This has been
made possible by combining service-oriented architecture
with IoT platforms [85]. This allows defining homogeneous
“services” which support interaction and provide multiple
functionalities (such as contextual data access) for things associated with IoT systems. These services provide standardised interfaces to interact and access things on heterogeneous
platforms.
Service discovery frameworks and service ontologies have
been proposed to allow service providers (testbed owners)
17 https://ec.europa.eu/commission/priorities/justice-and-fundamentalrights/data-protection/2018-reform-eu-data-protection-rules_en
18 https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/

and service requesters (IoT applications) to interact. For
a brief review of these frameworks up to year 2013, we
refer the readers to [86]. In an ideal IoT system, service
providers or IoT testbeds should advertise the available services and make them available/visible to intended requesters
(users/IoT applications). The service requesters, on the other
hand, should be able to search for services matching their
requirements using search terms. These requirements should
be matched to services advertised by providers to provide relevant information to requesters about using services. In this
section, we study some of the service ontologies proposed to
define concepts to facilitate advertising, discovery, and usage
of IoT services.
Table 6 lists the different service models proposed in the
literature. Among the ontologies listed, OWL-S19 was proposed in 2004 as a standard service model for web services.
It includes three major concepts:
1) Service Profile: A service profile describes “what the
service does”19 . The service providers use the concepts
defined in a service profile to annotate generic features
offered by a service. It includes semantic description of
information that allows service requesters to identify
a service based on its functionalities and limitations.
Thus, a service profile lists the metadata information
of a service which helps in identifying a service based
on its requirements from a list of services available in
some repository.
2) Service Process: It consists of semantic description of
how to ask for and use a service. A service process
is a specification of the multiple ways in which a
user can interact with a service. For enabling this,
a service process includes concepts to define Input,
Output, Preconditions, and Effects (IOPE) of a service.
Inputs and Outputs are used when a process is used to
generate new information (combining data from multiple sources to generate abstract information) while
preconditions and effects are used to generate a change
in the world (perform actuations).
3) Service Grounding: It specifies the details of how to actually use a service. It consists of semantic description
of the communication protocol and the message exchange format used, among other information used for
exchanging data. Service Grounding acts as a mapping
from abstract to concrete specifications of elements
required to interact with a service (IOPE).
Most of the IoT frameworks use OWL-S as an upper ontology to define their service models. Nambi et al. [9] and
De et al. [83] use OWL-S as upper ontologies for defining
their service models. These ontologies use only some concepts from OWL-S ontology as suited by their framework
requirements. Wang et al. [84] use OWL-S as an upper
ontology to define service concepts for an IoT framework.
They focus more on enhancing the service profile by defining
concepts for QoS and QoI associated with a service. How19 https://www.w3.org/Submission/2004/SUBM-OWL-S-20041122/
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3
7
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3

3
7
3+
3
3
7

Service Policy

Service Grounding

Parent Ontologies
-NAGeoNames, OWL-S, QU, SSN∗ .
OWL-S, SSN∗
OWL-S, FOAF.
SSN∗ , GeoNames, OWL-S.
SSN∗ , QU, WGS84.

Service Process

Year
2004
2012
2012
2013
2014
2016

Service Profile

Ontology
OWL-S19
De et al. [83]
Wang et al. [84]
CACOnt [54]
Nambi et al. [9]
IoT-Lite [41]

7
7
7
7
historic and contextual information
7

+ Additional concepts defined for QoS and QoI related to services.
*: First version of SSN (proposed in 2005)
TABLE 6. A brief summary of the semantic models comprising of service related concepts. All these ontologies (except OWL-S) use OWL-S as an upper ontology.
A 3indicates the presence of concepts while a 7 indicates absence of concepts.

ever, they limit service grounding to two types only - SOAP
and WSDL. This restricts their model usage to applications
supporting only SOAP and WSDL services and also restricts
efficient service discovery. Nambi et al. [9] extend the OWLS service model to include one more component for IoT
systems - Service Policy. It allows description of policies
under which a service can be used - historical information
and real-world information (context). Their work presents
an abstract level information of this component and lacks
an in-depth explanation of the extended service model. This
extension to OWL-S service ontology makes it adaptable to
dynamic environments monitored in IoT systems.
To the best of our knowledge, the use of service-related
semantic models in IoT domain is largely influenced by
the OWL-S standard. This standard, initially proposed for
web-services, is meant for static services. As highlighted
by Nambi et al. [9], there is a scope to improve upon this
standard to make it adaptable to more dynamic serviceoriented architectures.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Several organisations such as W3C have attempted to standardise ontologies for different domains (e.g., SSN for sensor
networks and WGS84 for locations). A similar ontology for
the IoT domain has been proposed by OneM2M consortium
that aims to define a base ontology called OneM2M20 for
machine-to-machine systems. The base OneM2M ontology
comprises a large number of concepts and the documentation
enlists methods to integrate it with external ontologies used
by other systems. It is claimed that any system that uses base
OneM2M ontology becomes OneM2M system compatible.
Yet, there are several core concepts, such as access control,
that are not included within it. The systems using different
vocabularies for the missing core concepts within OneM2M
system will again cause heterogeneity and interoperability
issues when integrating data. To the best of our knowledge,
this is by-far the closest system proposed for solving the
20 http://www.onem2m.org/technical/onem2m-ontologies
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heterogeneity and interoperability issue for integrating multiple IoT systems. Still, there is a long way ahead to define
standards for the IoT domain.
Several frameworks catering to IoT systems have also been
proposed in the literature to overcome interoperability issues
using semantic techniques. For example, the service-oriented
IoT middleware proposed by Wang et al. [87] utilises semantic aspects of information fusion but fails to include semantic models for other aspects including deployment, data
collection, and data interpretation to resolve interoperability
issues with other systems. Another conceptual IoT framework proposed by Sezer et al. [88] discusses design guidelines and supports semantic web technologies. However, they
only use SSN ontology with their ontology artifacts that are
not described in detail which makes it difficult for other
systems to adapt to it and resolve interoperability. Another
framework - FIESTA-IoT - proposed as part of the European Union’s Horizon 2020 programme also uses a semantic
approach [89]. The framework uses a unified ontology to
enable federation that uses common semantics and resolves
interoperability issues between multiple IoT testbeds. To ease
federation of IoT testbeds that have semantic annotations,
FIESTA-IoT ontology uses concepts from well known ontologies such as SSN, IoT-lite, DUL, OWL-Time, WGS84
and QU. It follows the best semantic practices highlighted in
the literature. However, as new testbeds21 are added to the
federation, new concept requirements have come up and will
continue to evolve FIESTA-IoT ontology with time. Still, the
FIESTA-IoT ontology lacks some core concepts identified in
this work to answer the competency questions. For example, concepts required to provide access control mechanisms
within the federated testbeds are currently missing from the
FIESTA-IoT ontology.
Unlike the limitations associated with these existing
frameworks, we propose the use of a core ontology built
around the concepts identified using 4W1H methodology
for multiple frameworks to rely upon. We have shown that
21 http://fiesta-iot.eu/index.php/fiesta-testbeds/

multiple generic ontologies exist for different identified categories of core concepts which makes it difficult to identify
a standard base ontology. The existing ontologies propose
different concepts with different vocabularies, thus making
it difficult to align the existing ontologies with one another. With new application domains being proposed, it is
important to settle on a core horizontal group of concepts
that are extensible and interoperable with domain-specific
concepts of IoT applications. As application requirements
keep varying with time (such as new requirements recognised
by the introduction of user centric laws and regulations
such as GDPR), ontologies need to be redefined and even
unified/comprehensive ontologies need to be updated.
To summarise, we highlight the basic requirements for
annotating the horizontal aspects of an IoT system. Our study
lays the foundation for ontology developers to propose an
extensible base ontology. Our work proposes a methodology
for the ontology developers, in the IoT domain, and identifies
the core concepts for a future standard IoT ontology. We
highlight the need for flexibility and extensibility in the base
ontology to allow support for integration of vertical concepts
for application-specific IoT systems. Going forward, the ontology developers would need to agree on defining a discerning vocabulary before arriving at a standard terminology for
the core concepts determined by our work.
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